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Credibility lies at the heart ofmany strategic questions. When credible signals cannot

be sent, bad outcomes, including war (Fearon 1995), can arise. The problem is that

a person cannot credibly signal her private information when others know she has

an incentive to bluff. The most famous solution to the problem is costly signaling.1

When a resolved person sends a costly signal that an unresolved person is unlikely to

send due to the costs, the resolved person may separate herself from the unresolved.

Two generalmechanisms of costly signaling are known in international relations (IR):

sinking costs and tying hands (Fearon 1997). In the first, the costs incurred by the

signaler are sunk and irrecoverable. In the second, the signal is costly in the future

if the signaler reneges, but costless otherwise. Almost all subsequent work on costly

signaling in IR have worked off Fearon’s (1997) canonical mechanisms. This paper

proposes two additional mechanisms that are equally general as the canonical two.

The paper contributes on three fronts. Theoretically, I establish the existence of four

mechanisms of costly signaling. Leveraging the dimensions of time horizon and cost

contingency that define sunk and tied-hands costs, I derive the two newmechanisms

of installment and reducible costs. Substantively, I develop the new mechanisms by

analyzing their signaling logic and illustrating their relevance in international poli-

tics. Empirically, I provide experimental evidence on whether and how the signaling

mechanisms shape the perception of credibility. I find that sunk, tied-hands, and in-

stallment costs produce kinked credibility curves, whereby credibility does not im-

prove across costless and low-cost signals, but spikes for a high-cost signal. Reducible

costs are the exception, whereby credibility improves significantly across costless,

1See, e.g., the arguments in Spence (1973) and Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) on costly signaling and
screening, which laid the foundations for the economic analysis of asymmetric information (Nobel
Foundation 2001).
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low-cost, and high-cost signals.

I proceed as follows. First, I provide the theoretical framework and develop the sub-

stantive implications. Further, I describe a series of controlled experiments that test

the credibility effects of the four signalingmechanisms. Finally, I discuss the potential

implications and unresolved questions for future research.

Four Mechanisms

Spence (1976, 593) proposed “two qualitatively different types” of signaling mecha-

nisms in economics: “exogenously costly signaling,” which is formalized in Spence’s

(1973) pathbreaking paper, and “contingent contract,” which is discussed in Spence

(1976). Defined inmarket terms, the exogenously costly signal is “an activity engaged

in by the seller, which has a cost that varies with product quality, independent of the

buyer’s response to the activity”; and the “contingent contract” is “a menu of options

for the seller that are created by virtue of the buyer’s subsequent ability to observe

the product quality directly, and, to transact with the seller at that point” (Spence

1976, 593). These ideas were clarified and adapted into IR by Fearon (1997) as two

general mechanisms of costly signaling: sinking costs and tying hands.

Fearon (1997, 70) defined sunk-cost signals as “actions that are costly for the state to

take in the first place but do not affect the relative value of fighting versus acquiescing

in a challenge.” Tied-hands signaling involves “an action that increases the costs of

backing down if thewould-be challenger actually challenges but otherwise entails no

costs if no challenge materializes.” Almost all subsequent work on costly signaling

in IR have worked off these two mechanisms (reviewed in Gartzke et al. 2017).
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A large body of research has applied costly signaling across diverse domains. Di-

rectly relevant domains in IR includediplomacy, deterrence, and reputation (reviewed

in Trager 2016 and Dafoe, Renshon and Huth 2014; see also Sartori 2005). Examples

include the recent work on leader-specific reputation (e.g. Lupton 2018; McManus

2018; Wu and Wolford 2018), covert communication (e.g. McManus and Yarhi-Milo

2017; Carson and Yarhi-Milo 2017), alliance commitments (e.g. Fang, Johnson and

Leeds 2014), cyberwarfare (e.g. Gartzke and Lindsay 2017), and fait accompli (e.g.

Altman 2017; Tarar 2016). Scholars have also applied costly signaling to better un-

derstand the conditions that sustain peace after civil wars (e.g. Hartzell and Hoddie

2007; Mattes and Savun 2009; Mattes and Vonnahme 2010; see also Reiter 2009), the

implications of trade interdependence (e.g. Gartzke andWesterwinter 2016), the dy-

namics of trust and reassurance (e.g. Acharya and Ramsay 2013; Blankenship 2020;

Chan 2012; Kydd 2005; Kydd and McManus 2017; Haynes and Yoder 2020), and the

signaling functions of international institutions such as the International Monetary

Fund and United Nations (e.g. Dai, Snidal and Sampson 2017; Fang 2008; Simmons

2000; Tago and Ikeda 2015; Voeten 2005). Scholars have also applied costly signaling

across the social sciences, from economics and sociology to anthropology and ar-

chaeology (reviewed in Riley 2001, Gambetta 2009, Bliege Bird and Smith 2005, and

Quinn 2019).

Previous research has sharpened our understanding of costly signaling in important

ways, but several puzzling aspects have also emerged. Conceptually, if sunk costs are

sunk and have no time horizon by definition, how do we interpret situations where

the signaler is committed to fixed costs over a future time horizon? Practically, we

rarely see policymakers citing the logic of sinking costswhen they send costly signals.

Are there other logics of signaling that aremore salient to policymakers? Empirically,

recent research provides mixed evidence on the effectiveness of costly signaling (e.g.
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Fuhrmann and Sechser 2014; Quek 2016; Snyder and Borghard 2011; Trachtenberg

2012; Yarhi-Milo, Renshon and Kertzer 2018). Yet, costly signaling is ubiquitous and

governments often send costly signals to one another in the real world. Are there

important theoretical aspects of costly signaling that have yet to be uncovered?

These puzzles raise the question of whether our existing theory of costly signaling is

complete. Specifically, are there only two general mechanisms of costly signaling?

I check the logical completeness of the system in three steps. The first step returns to

first principles: the nature of a costly signaling mechanism depends on the nature of

the costs of the signal.

Next, I identify and generalize the nature of the costs that define each signalingmech-

anism. Fearon’s (1997) sunk-cost mechanism is defined by costs with two proper-

ties: the costs are ex-ante because they are already incurred in the present, and non-

contingent because they are incurred regardless of whether the signaler fulfills the

threat. The tied-hands mechanism is also defined by two properties: the costs are

ex-post because they are incurred in the future, and contingent because they are only

incurred if the signaler does not fulfill the threat.2 Thedual properties of time horizon

and cost contingency are the theoretical pivots in Fearon’s (1997) mechanisms which

lend each mechanism its particular character. These properties not only differenti-

ate one mechanism from the other, but also provide the common denominators that

unify both into the same framework.

Finally, I check if this framework is complete with only two signaling mechanisms.

Because there are two properties, and because each property is binary, there are four

2A tied-hands signal is costly “if the would-be challenger actually challenges but otherwise entails no
costs if no challenge materializes” (Fearon 1997, 70).
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equally general mechanisms in the family. A two-by-two yields four possibilities, but

only sunk and tied-hands costs are discussed in the literature (Table 1).

Table 1: Four Costly Signaling Mechanisms

Non-Contingent Contingent

Ex Ante Sunk Costs Reducible Costs

Ex Post Installment Costs Tied-Hands Costs

The theoretical universe for costly signaling is therefore larger than what the litera-

ture has assumed. Beside sunk costs and tied-hands costs, there are also installment

costs and reducible costs. I define the new mechanisms and explain their signaling

logic below.

Installment Costs and Reducible Costs

Installment Costs

Installment costs (IC) are fixed costs that will be incurred in the future. They can be incurred

in one installment in the short or long-term future, or in a stream of installments

over a definite or open-ended time horizon. These costs are ex-post because they are

paid in the future (which differentiates them from sunk costs), and non-contingent

because they are incurred even if the receiver does not respond or challenge (which

differentiates them from tied-hands costs).3

3For a tying-hands signal, the signal is costly “if the would-be challenger actually challenges but oth-
erwise entails no costs if no challenge materializes” (Fearon 1997, 70).
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Let’s deploy an example to make things concrete. Suppose the United States builds

a nuclear base in a foreign country to signal its resolve to defend that country. The

ex-ante costs of building the base are sunk costs; the ex-post costs of maintaining the

nuclear base are installment costs. At the point of signaling, the credibility perception of

the receiver would be based on two different types of costs incurred by the signaler:

sunk costs and installment costs.4 Because the signal involves costs of two kinds,

the overall credibility effect can be broken up into two parts: a credibility effect that

comes from the ex-ante costs, which we know as sunk costs, and a credibility effect

from the ex-post costs, in the form of installment costs. As we will see later, the two

have different theoretical properties and should not be conflated as one.

In reality, the U.S. has beenmaintaining nuclear weapons in several foreign countries

since the Cold War. These weapons can help to signal U.S. commitment to defend

those countries, even though they are militarily superfluous in that they are unlikely

to change the outcome of a nuclear war, given long-distance delivery capabilities and

mutually assured destruction (see O’Neill 1990; Slantchev 2011, 36; Fuhrmann and

Sechser 2014, 924). To maintain these weapons, costs are incurred in installments

on a recurrent basis over time. The installment costs include material costs – for ex-

ample, what the U.S. must pay to protect the nuclear base, ensure the operational

effectiveness of the weapons, and remunerate the specialized personnel. These costs

are not trivial. In the case of U.S. bases in Western Europe, the ex-post installment

4In fact, there will always be some positive amount of ex-post installment costs involved regardless
of what the U.S. does. Even if the U.S. decides to leave, dismantling the nuclear base will incur
costs. Withdrawal of weapons and personnel involve substantial costs and risks, and redeploying
nuclear weapons back to the U.S. may not be much cheaper than deploying them to Europe in the
first place. Such costs constitute installment costs that are irrevocable. But there is also a second kind
of installment costs that involve some degree of a commitment problem, which are not completely
non-contingent insofar as the expected amount of costs varies according to the receiver’s probabilistic
beliefs. We will discuss the two kinds of installment costs at the end of this section.
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costs should be at least comparable to the ex-ante sunk costs.5 In addition, install-

ment costs can also include non-material costs – such as the risks of nuclear accident,

abuse, misuse, and the loss of control.6 These may be more salient to the receiver

(see, e.g., Schelling 1966) than the simple monetary costs of creating a nuclear base.

This example is a mixed case: the same signal can contain different cost components

with each invoking a different mechanism. Here, sunk costs and installment costs

co-occur in the same case, with each contributing a separate effect that combine into

the overall credibility of the signal. That a signal has a sunk-cost component does

not preclude it from having an audience-cost or installment-cost component. In fact,

real-world cases of sinking costs in IR are usually mixed cases. Troop mobilization

is the commonly cited example of sinking costs, but it is clearly a mixed case (Fearon

1997; Slantchev 2005). Fearon (1997, 70) argued there are “few examples of the pure

case.” Slantchev (2005) developed the argument further, showing mobilization not

only sinks costs, but also ties hands by increasing the probability of victory. And

unless mobilization is conducted in perfect secrecy, it will also involve international

and domestic audience costs.7

5According to the U.S. Department of Defense, building the specialised infrastructure to hold nuclear
weapons within existing local airbases costs US$384 million in total. In comparison, the U.S. nuclear
arsenal costsUS$33.4 billion in 2019 and the estimate for the next 10 years isUS$494 billion. Assuming
the costs are spread out proportionally over the number of operational nuclear warheads (3,800 as
of 2019) and using a conservative estimate of 20 warheads in one NATO nuclear base, the cost of
maintaining aNATOnuclear basewould be aboutUS$260million per year. SeeCongressional Budget
Office, “Projected Costs of U.S. Nuclear Forces, 2019 to 2028,” January 2019; Department of Defense,
“Military Construction Program FY 2020 Budget: Justification Data Submitted to Congress,” March
2019.

6For example, a Blue Ribbon Review investigation, focusing on nuclear bases in Europe, was triggered
by a “notorious incident in August 2007 when the U.S. Air Force lost track of six nuclear warheads
for 36 hours as they were flow[n] across the United States without the knowledge of the military
personnel in charge ....” Hans M. Kristensen, ”USAF Report: Most Nuclear Weapon Sites In Europe
Do Not Meet US Security Requirements,” Federation of American Scientists Blog, 19 June 2008.

7Fearon (1997) argued that President Clinton had signaled his resolve to intervene in Haiti with “a
massive military mobilization that created very significant audience costs” (71).
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Installment costs have not been systematically studied in the IR signaling literature.

Unlike sunk costs, which are by definition ex-ante (sunk), installment costs are by

definition ex-post. It is important to analyze them separately because their underly-

ing logics differ. As Fearon (1997, 70) argued on differentiating sinking costs from

tying hands – despite the two are often coupled together in reality – “[i]t is impor-

tant to see ... that two distinct mechanisms are at work, and we need to analyze them

separately as ideal types to understand the strategic logic of mixed cases.”8

It is important to see that installment costs and sunk costs differ, so we can analyze

their effects separately to understand the true character of mixed cases. A convenient

way to distinguish installment costs from traditional sunk costs is to formulate the

former as a form of “expected future sunk costs” at the point of signaling. But this

formulation creates a logical contradiction. Sunk costs, by definition, are sunk. Fu-

ture sunk costs are therefore future past costs, which is a contradiction: the same costs

cannot be already sunk (ex ante) and yet paid in the future (ex post). One might ig-

nore the contradiction and apply an expected utility framework nonetheless. Notice,

however, the expected utility framework falls into the economics and psychology of

time horizon that define installment costs but not sunk costs (since there is no future

time horizon in sunk costs).

There are several remarkable points to note about installment costs. First, although

the costs would be incurred in the future, they impact the receiver’s credibility calcu-

lation in the present. The subtlety is that whereas sunk costs are calculated as given

(because they are ex-ante), installment costs are calculated on beliefs about the future

8Troop mobilization is commonly cited as an example of a sunk-cost signal, and audience costs as an
example of a tied-hands signal. Mobilization is not a pure case of a sunk-cost signal (Fearon 1997;
Slantchev 2005). Recent research suggests audience costs are not a pure case of a tied-hands signal
either (Kertzer and Brutger 2016).
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(because they are ex-post). As a consequence, the credibility effect of installment costs

is qualitatively different from that of sunk costs. The IC signal opens a time horizon in

the receiver’s credibility assessment. In fact, all costly signals of a continuous nature

will have some time horizon – only a pure sunk-cost signal such as “burning money”

is of a one-shot discrete nature. But because the existing literature has worked from

the idealized model of a pure sunk-cost signal (which is discrete), many costly sig-

nals of a continuous nature in the real world have been taken as discrete, and their

time-horizon effects on credibility omitted from view.

Second, IC signaling changes the structure of interaction as we move from the one-

shot nature of standard sunk-cost signaling to a time-horizon structure in IC signal-

ing. This allows us to examine intertemporal dynamics whereby beliefs and time

discounts evolve with time. We will return to this later; the key point is that thinking

dynamically about signaling costs is useful in many realistic settings where the costs

are not incurred at the point of signaling, but committed over a future time horizon.

In many cases of state-to-state signaling, there is a time gap between announcement

and realization, signaling and implementation.9

Third, the time horizon is a central element in installment costs, and it opens a grada-

tion of possibilities that are not open to sunk costs. An ex-ante cost has no future time

horizon. However, the ex-post nature of installment costs can have varying degrees

of gradation, based on the varying shape and duration of the time horizon. Thus,

two actions can fall into the same signaling ideal-type, but their effects on credibility

can differ in degree. The ideal types are distinct, but real-world cases can have gra-

9For example, when the U.S. announces that it would build a nuclear base, the signal does not involve
a sunk cost incurred immediately at the point of signaling, but an installment cost committed for the
future. It is the construction of the nuclear base at the implementation stage that is a sunk-cost signal.
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dations in degree within. Just as sunk costs and tied-hands costs are “a distinction

between two ‘ideal types”’ (Fearon 1997, 69), so are the distinctions between the four

mechanisms.

Finally, there are two types of installment costs. One is a pure type that does not in-

volve a commitment problem because the sender is irrevocably committed to those

costs. For example, there is a physical object that simply cannot be dismantled in the

short term. Or dismantling it ismore expensive than justmaintaining it in the foresee-

able future, so there is no incentive to renege. For this kind of installment costs, there

are time-horizon effects on the receiver’s credibility calculation, but no time incon-

sistency. The second type of installment costs involves time inconsistency – there is a

positive probability that the installments may not be fully paid in the future. Unlike

the first type of installment costs, the second type is not completely non-contingent

if the exact amount of costs incurred varies according to the receiver’s probabilistic

beliefs.10 IC signals of this kind open up new possibilities in the intertemporal in-

teraction. One implication is that the sender may need some form of tying-hands

mechanism to support IC signaling of this type. So, very interestingly, this form of

IC signaling is distinguished from sunk-cost signaling by the need for an exogenous

tying-hands mechanism.11 It is remarkable that while tying hands solves commit-

ment problems, installment costs of this kind create commitment problems which in

turn need tying hands to solve.

To summarize, an IC signal differs from a sunk-cost signal in at least three ways:

10This type of IC signal may or may not be able to achieve credibility on its own, depending on the
magnitude of the commitment problem. If the magnitude is small, this kind of IC may stand on its
own. But if the commitment problem is severe, it will need to be supported by another signaling
mechanism (e.g. tying hands) to achieve credible commitment.

11I thank a reviewer for this observation.
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1. Installment costs have a time horizon but sunk costs do not. Because the

economics and psychology of time horizons apply to installment costs but not

to sunk costs, the two mechanisms should have different substantive effects on

credibility.

2. Time inconsistency is possible for installment costs but impossible for sunk

costs. It is not possible for sunk costs to have a commitment problem because

they are already sunk.

3. Installment costs and sunk costs are distinct by definition. A logical contra-

diction arises if we take them as equivalent: it means that the same cost is both

ex-ante and ex-post, which is contradictory.

Reducible Costs

Reducible costs (RC) are costs that have been paid but which can be offset in the future con-

tingent on the signaler’s action.12 These costs are ex-ante because they are paid at the

point of signaling, but contingent because they can be offset if the signaler fulfills her

threat or promise. Because the signaler can offset the costs incurred in the past if the

threat is fulfilled in the future, the threat becomes more credible.13

Many cases of real-world signaling involve some degree of reducible costs, which we

will see later when we discuss the specific pathways of RC signaling. Because RC

signaling is quite ubiquitious in practice, some of its features have been discussed by

12The original term I used was “recoverable costs”, but it seemed less intuitive.
13The RC signal is a credible threat because the signal makes it less costly to fulfill the threat (there
are three ways whereby RC signaling achieves this, as discussed later). An interesting possibility
is an inverse form of reducible costs, which make it more costly to fulfill the threat and thereby
reduce credibility. We will not pursue this possibility in this paper, as our focus is on the credible
communication of private information.
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scholars and applied by policymakers; the literature did not actually ignore it. Rather,

because only two signaling mechanisms were known, the literature has conflated it

with sunk-cost and tied-hands signaling. It is useful to disaggregate these different

classes of signal and explore the distinct implications of each.

While both involve contingent costs, an RC signal is an ex-ante cost whereas a tied-

hands signal is an ex-post cost.14 While both are ex-ante costs, an RC signal involves

contingent costs and benefits, but a sunk-cost signal does not.15 Reducible costs are

costs that have been paid in the past but which can be offset in the future. The sig-

naling costs are reducible in that they are offsettable. What RC signaling does is to

intentionally change the cost calculation for fulfilling the threat or promise.

RC signaling only requires changing the ex-post cost calculation for the signaler; the

mechanism does not require changing the balance of power or probability of win-

ning. In crisis diplomacy, RC signaling works by changing the signaler’s ex-post cost

calculation by making it cheaper to fight, but it does not need to change the proba-

bility of victory (which will in turn change the receiver’s war payoff). RC signaling

differs from existing ways of conceptualizing military signals such as mobilization,

which involve changing the probability of winning.16

14A tied-hands signal is defined as “an action that increases the costs of backing down if the would-be
challenger actually challenges but otherwise entails no costs if no challenge materializes” (Fearon
1997, 70).

15Here we may think in terms of the distinction between preference and behavior. The benefits of
the sunk-cost signal to the sender – such that honest types will send it – depend on the sender’s
underlying preferences. The benefits of the RC signal, however, will also depend on the sender’s
behavior. The honest type also benefits from RC signaling when it is challenged and follows through.
I thank a reviewer for suggesting this distinction. By implication, RC signaling also differs in strategic
terms from sunk-cost signaling, which we will discuss later.

16In Fearon (1997) and Slantchev (2005), a military signal (such as mobilization) is one that involves a
change in the probability of winning. In Fearon (1997), “the probability of winning a conflict [with
a militarily relevant signal] should increase with the size of the signal” (82). In Slantchev (2005),
“mobilization simultaneously sinks costs, because it must be paid for regardless of the outcome, and
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In the context of crisis diplomacy, the ex-ante costs of the RC signal can be offset

ex-post through three pathways:

1. The costs are reduced computationally. The signaler prepays a part of the

total cost of fighting, making it cheaper to fulfill its threat to fight in the future.17

Because one part of the total cost is prepaid in advance, the total cost is reduced

computationally – by simple calculation in a purely accounting sense. Prepaying

some of the costs of fighting allows a state to signal its willingness to fight, and

a state which prepays a fraction of the cost of fighting (e.g. by buying weapons)

is more credible than one which doesn’t. If a war occurs, weapons would be

needed anyway – the costs that would have been paid later are prepaid in ad-

vance with RC signaling. An important difference is that prepaying the costs

can transmit informational value toward credible deterrence, but “postpaying”

the same costs in a war has no such informational value. Indeed, a good way

to show that one is willing to pay the costs of fighting is to have already paid

some of the costs upfront – just as a good way to show that one is serious about

doing a PhD is to have already taken graduate courses as an undergraduate;

and a good way to threaten to break up and move out after a quarrel is to have

already packed the bags. The same signaling logic is used by some leaders in

real-world crises. For example, in the 1962 Sino-Indian border crisis, Premier

ties hands, because it increases the probability of winning should war occur” (533). Specifically, the
military signal has to change “the probability of prevailing in an armed conflict ... it is not enough
that the action affects one’s own expected value of war, it must also affect one’s opponent’s value
of war” (Slantchev 2011, 66-67). RC signaling may be expanded to include cases where both the
signaler’s and receiver’s cost calculations change with the signal – but for the signaling mechanism
to work, the former is sufficient.

17I thank Dan Altman for a discussion on this point, and a reviewer for nudging me to clarify if re-
ducible costs are “recouped costs” and/or “offsetting benefits” (the answer is both). Here, credibility
and the cost of implementing the threat are related in that “[i]f part of the implementation cost is
already paid in sending the costly signal ... then the signaled threat (e.g. the use of force) becomes
cheaper to implement, and thus more credible” (Quek 2013, 31).
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Zhou Enlai argued to his colleagues that “to fight a bit ... would cause some

people to understand things more clearly” (Garver 2006, 115). Here, the cost of

fighting is reduced in a computational or accounting sense: fighting becomes

cheaper simply because some of the costs were already paid in advance. Note

that here fighting becomes cheaper – and the informational value of the signal

holds – even if the probability of victory and balance of power are unchanged.

2. The costs are reduced substantively. The signaler pays for particular prepa-

rations or investments in the present that would substantively (rather than com-

putationally) reduce the cost of fighting in the future – even though these ex-

penditures may not change the probability of victory. This can apply in several

ways. Firstly, there are types of investments that decrease the cost of war but do

not affect success in the battlefield. Examples include launching a civil defense

program, building bomb shelters for civilians, or evacuating people living near

the border during a territorial crisis. Civil defense programs may contribute

little to military success in the battlefield, but they have an important signaling

function – “one little recognized and much underrated, that could prove enor-

mously important in a crisis ... if one wants demonstrations” (Schelling 1966,

239). Likewise, as U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff Carl Spaatz argued, “whether

the Soviet Union is building civilian shelters for its own people [can] be one of

the most significant indicators of its intentions” (United States Congress House

Committee on Armed Services 1963, 3044). The underlying mechanism here

is RC signaling, whereby the costs of fulfilling the threat of war are reduced

through these moves. Secondly, there could be cases where military invest-

ments – whether early or late – lead to a similar fighting capacity, but early

investment can substantively reduce the total costs incurred. For instance, it

could be that mobilizing troops today or tomorrow would lead to a roughly
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similar tactical situation or fighting capacity (and thus a comparable probabil-

ity of victory), but an early mobilization is less costly than a late mobilization.

Finally, there are situations where a change to the balance of power by one side

triggers a strategic response by the other side that neutralizes the change. If

one’s action puts the opponent at a disadvantage, the opponent may respond

with a counteraction to eliminate the disadvantage and return the probability

of victory back to the previous status-quo. In short, even if the probability of

winning is held constant, RC signaling can make the threat to fight more credi-

ble because it makes it cheaper for the signaler to fulfill her threat. And because

it does not shift the posterior balance of power and the probability of winning,

RC signaling may communicate resolve without increasing the risk of war as

much as in existing models of military signaling based on a tied-hands logic

(Fearon 1997; Slantchev 2005).18

3. The costs are reduced indirectly. The net costs of fighting can also be re-

duced in an indirect way by increasing the benefits of fighting at the domestic

level, even when these benefits do not change the probability of winning a war.

For example, a government that increases taxes for military defense spending

may suffer domestic political costs at the first instance, but these domestic costs

may be offset in the future if indeed a war occurs (affirming the foresight of the

government doing the right thing). Like before, because the net costs of exercis-

ing the option to fight are reduced, the threat to fight becomes more credible.

A recurrent puzzle in signaling research is that states sometimes signal resolve with

actions that do not seem too costly or likely to improve military outcomes. Jervis

(1970) highlighted the puzzle, observing that the actions chosen byPresidentKennedy

18See footnote 16.
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during the Berlin crisis in 1961 “did not put the US in an appreciably better military

position and they were cheap” (23); and his naval blockade in the CubanMissile Cri-

sis in 1962 was a “signal which could have been a bluff and did not involve any strong

proof” (22). Thus, “receivers can be expected to at least partially discount them and

one might therefore expect signals to be relatively rare or unimportant. But in fact a

great deal of modern international relations consists of signals” (Jervis 1970, 23).

IC and RC signaling may shed light on this puzzle. First of all, many signaling ac-

tions are mixed cases. They involve more than one signaling mechanism. For exam-

ple, Kennedy’s announcement of the blockade in the Cuban Missile Crisis did not

only involve sunk costs and audience costs. It also involved IC signaling in the form

of the costs and risks of maintaining the naval blockade in the foreseeable future.

The ExComm expected the crisis to continue over time (Naftali and Zelikow 2001).

Robert Kennedy believed the blockade could last for months (Fursenko and Naftali

1997, 231); President Kennedy’s announcement of the blockade warned of “many

months of sacrifice ... months in which both our patience and our will will be tested”

(Kennedy 1962).

The blockade was not the only signal sent by President Kennedy – nor did it seem

to be sufficient on its own.19 Kennedy announced three military moves on October

22: the first was the blockade and the second was the surveillance of Cuba by the

USAF. The third reinforced the U.S. base at Guantanamo and “evacuated today the

dependents of our personnel there” (Kennedy 1962) – an instance of RC signaling that

would substantively reduce the ex-post costs of war. And the GRU (Soviet Main In-

telligence Directorate) report of an order issued to mobilize U.S. hospitals to prepare

19Soviet sources suggest that it did not immediately convince Khrushchev to back down. See Fursenko
and Naftali (1997, 247-8).
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for taking casualties – another instance of an RC signal – was one of the key pieces

of intelligence Khrushchev received right before he decided to write his October 26

letter proposing a peaceful settlement,20 as he found “today’s batch of intelligence ...

too unequivocal to ignore” (Fursenko and Naftali 1997, 262).

In a similar vein, President Kennedy in the 1961 Berlin crisis “reaffirmed theWestern

resolve to remain in Berlin [when he] asked Congress to expand American military

forces, inaugurated a civil defense program, and made plans for fall-out shelters”

(Palmer, Colton andKramer 2002, 956).21 The shelters, the civil defense program, and

the announcement to increase military defense spending were unlikely to improve

battlefield outcomes in the current crisis itself – they are, as Jervis (1970, 22) put it,

“gestures which would have little impact on the outcome of hostilities should they

occur.” But these gestures also involve reducible costs, which can make the threat to

fight more credible despite the limited sunk costs and tied-hands costs.

In short, many signaling actions may involve more than one signaling mechanism.

Sunk costs or tied-hands costs alone may not suffice to separate a signal of resolve

from a bluff. However, a signal may also include installment costs or reducible costs

that augment its credibility. IC and RC signaling may help explain why states can

sometimes achieve credibility with actions that do not seem too costly (in terms of

sunk costs or audience costs),22 or with gestures that seem to have little direct im-

20The other two pieces of intelligence were Pentagon’s putting U.S. forces on DEFCON 2 and an Amer-
ican journalist’s leak to Soviet agents about the U.S. government on the verge ofmilitary intervention
in Cuba (Fursenko and Naftali 1997, 262).

21These signals challenged Khrushchev’s priors about U.S. resolve. As Gaddis (1997, 146) observed,
the signals were “rather more than Khrushchev had expected. “Only a mad man can declare war
today,” he told John McCloy the next day.”

22For instance, Trachtenberg’s (2012) study of a dozen great power crises found “little evidence that
the audience costs mechanism played a ‘crucial’ role in any of them. Indeed, it is hard to identify
any case in which that mechanism played much of a role at all” (32).
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plication on military success. Understanding that four costly signaling mechanisms

exist will allow us to decompose a mixed case more precisely, and to uncover the

additional sources of credibility latent in the case.

Four Experiments

The previous section explained themechanics of how installment costs and reducible

costswork. In this section, I turn to the empirical tests.23 Iwill test the effects of install-

ment costs and reducible costs on credibility, since credibility is the central concern

in signaling.24 For completeness, I will also test the credibility effects of sunk costs

and tied-hands costs (Quek 2016; Yarhi-Milo, Renshon and Kertzer 2018; Kertzer,

Renshon and Yarhi-Milo 2019).

I use experiments to test the credibility effects. A randomized experiment can isolate

causal effects cleanly (Holland 1986; Morton andWilliams 2010; Mutz 2011). Experi-

mentation is especially useful for studying signaling, because real-world information

environments are often noisy and saturated with a large number of different infor-

mation variables, many of which are unobservable or unmeasurable.

I fielded four experimentswith 1,707American adults on 5-6December 2017 onAma-

zonMechanical Turk (AMT). Past studies have used AMT to test theories of signaling

23The IR literature on costly signaling has largely focused on tying hands and audience costs. See, for
example, the special issue in Security Studies, Vol. 21, Issue 3. Recent research suggest that audience
costs are relevant not only to democracies, but also in authoritarian contexts (Weeks 2008; Weiss
2013; Kurizaki andWhang 2015; Quek and Johnston 2018; Weiss and Dafoe 2019; Chen and Li 2020).

24Experiments on audience costs focus on two major areas: the measurement of audience costs in
public opinion (e.g. Tomz 2007; Trager and Vavreck 2011; Levendusky and Horowitz 2012; Davies
and Johns 2013; Levy et al. 2015; Kertzer and Brutger 2016; Quek 2017) and the effect of audience
costs on credibility (Yarhi-Milo, Renshon and Kertzer 2018; Kertzer, Renshon and Yarhi-Milo 2019).
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and reputation.25 Similar to past experiments, a national sample is used. How hu-

mans make sense of costly signaling in general is an important question in itself. An-

swering this question is also a necessary first step to establish a baseline, so that we

can subsequently compare how different sub-populations respond similarly or dif-

ferently to costly signaling. A recent study found that a super-elite sample responded

similarly to costly signaling as a national sample (Yarhi-Milo, Renshon and Kertzer

2018), which suggests that elites may process costly signals not too differently from

normal human beings.

Costly signaling experiments in IR includeQuek (2016), Yarhi-Milo, Kertzer and Ren-

shon (2018), Kertzer, Renshon and Yarhi-Milo (2019), and Kertzer, Rathbun and Rath-

bun (2020). Three of these studied the credibility of a costly threat. Quek (2016) used

game-theoretic experiments to show that signalers are more likely to sink costs when

they are randomly assigned with high resolve, but receivers are equally likely to ac-

quiescewith orwithout the sunk-cost signal. Yarhi-Milo, Kertzer and Renshon (2018)

and Kertzer, Renshon and Yarhi-Milo (2019) used survey experiments with vignettes

to show that sinking costs and tying hands can improve credibility.

The experiments here differ frompreviouswork in investigating new signalingmech-

anisms. They also differwith a design that can identify how credibility changeswhen

the costs of costly signals change. Past experiments on costly signaling used binary

comparisons of a costly signal with a costless signal or no signal (Quek 2016; Yarhi-

Milo, Kertzer and Renshon 2018; Kertzer, Renshon and Yarhi-Milo 2019), which pre-

25See, e.g., Brutger and Kertzer (2018); Kertzer, Rathbun and Rathbun (2020); Quek (2016); Renshon,
Dafoe and Huth (2018). Mattes andWeeks’s (2019) recent work on hawks and doves also used AMT.
Coppock (2019) conducted 15 replication experiments on AMT and found similar results as the orig-
inal experiments, corroborating earlier studies that tested the validity of AMT. For recent investiga-
tions of external validity, see Lupton (2019) and Tomz, Weeks and Yarhi-Milo (2020).
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vent identification of how credibility perception evolveswhen the signal cost changes

across levels of costliness.

Design

I designed four experiments to investigate the four signaling mechanisms. Each par-

ticipant was randomly assigned to only one of the four, under a between-subjects

design. All experiments began with the same scenario: “Two countries – Country X

and Country Z – have a dispute over a piece of territory. Country X sends a Signal to

Country Z threatening to go to war if Z does not withdraw from the territory.”

Because our aim is to identify the effect of each distinct mechanism of signaling, the ex-

periments will be confounded if we use real-world signals that conflate the different

mechanisms (see the previous section). To cut through the identification problem,

the experiments here are designed to approximate “pure signaling”: the information

environment is sterilized by design to eliminate noise, and a third-person perspective

with generic countries is used to remove the effects of national identities, prior be-

liefs and reputation. While highly stylized, the pure-signaling baseline is the priority

for a first investigation. Upon identifying how signal cost shapes credibility, we can

test how credibility changes when the signal cost co-occurs with specific identities,

relative capabilities and prior beliefs, where these effects can be identified separately

from the effect of the costly signal.

As a formal definition will not be comprehensible to most people, each experiment

distills a signaling mechanism into its most basic form, using simple language:

Experiment 1 (sunk-cost signal): In sending the signal, “X has paid a cost of
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[0/2/10]. The cost cannot be recovered regardless ofwhether X fulfills its threat.”26

Experiment 2 (tied-hands signal): In sending the signal, “X will pay a cost of

0 if X fulfills its threat, and a cost of [0/2/10] if X does NOT fulfill its threat.”

Experiment 3 (IC signal): In sending the signal, “Xwill pay a total cost of [0/2/

10] in installments over time. Once the cost is paid it cannot be recovered re-

gardless of whether X fulfills its threat.”27

Experiment 4 (RC signal): In sending the signal, “X has paid a cost of [0/2/10].

X gets back a value of [0/2/10] if X fulfills its threat, and 0 if X does NOT fulfill

its threat.”28

Respondents were randomly divided into three conditions under a between-subjects

design: costless (cost = 0), low-cost (cost = 2), and high-cost (cost = 10).29 Respondents

interpreted these conditions on a scale from “costless” (0) to “extremely costly” (10).

Thus, respondents responded to the same standardized scale, and were made aware

of the spectrum of costly signals that the signaler could send, instead of evaluating a

costly signal in isolationwithout a relative comparison of costliness. To hold constant

26Sunk-cost signaling involves an ex-ante fixed cost (“sunk”) that carries a signaling effect indepen-
dent of the substantive effect of the action. A pure sunk-cost signal does not in itself make it easier
or harder for the signaler to fulfill the substance of the signal (threat or promise). Thus, Spence
(1973, 364) assumed that “education [the sunk-cost signal] does not contribute to productivity”, and
Fearon (1997, 70) emphasized that sunk-cost signals “do not affect the relative value of fighting ver-
sus acquiescing in a challenge”.

27Here the signal is open-ended as many IC signals have open-ended time horizons in the real world.
Future work can randomize different time horizons and time inconsistencies to examine the effects
of these variations.

28As this is a first test of the mechanism, I apply a sharp test with a scenario where ex-ante costs can
be fully recovered (or lost) if the signaler follows through (or reneges). Future work can randomize
different amounts of reducible costs to track how credibility changes across the different quantities.

29The chosen values allow for comparability with previous experiments, as we will see later. In par-
ticular, existing sunk-cost signaling experiments in IR that specified the cost of the signal used cost
= 0 for the costless signal and cost = 2 for the costly signal, on a 0 to 10 scale (Quek 2016).
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the signal type (threat), the experimental comparison is between costly and costless

threats, rather than a costly threat and no threat.

After reading the scenario, respondents were asked whether they thought X was

likely or unlikely to fulfill the threat if Z did not withdraw, yielding a credibility score

on a seven-point scale from 0 (“very unlikely”) to 6 (“very likely”). Appendix 1 shows

the wording of the experimental instrument. Appendix 2 shows the experimental

groups are identical in their demographic characteristics upon randomization.

This experimental design enables us to answer three interrelated questions on signal

effectiveness:

1. Do installment and reducible costs change the perception of credibility?

2. Are the credibility effects significant only when the costs are high?

3. Do people respond to installment and reducible costs in the same way?

Results

Because the treatments are randomized, confounding by omitted variables is ruled

out by design. To identify treatment effects, we can simply look at the difference

in means between the experimental groups. We will consider each experiment and

signaling mechanism separately, before discussing them in conjunction.

Sunk-cost signal (Experiment 1). For respondents randomly assigned to the high-

cost condition, the average credibility score is 4.27 on a seven-point scale (0 to 6)

compared to 3.42 in the costless condition (p < 0.001, n = 288).30 The credibility score

30All t-tests are two-tailed.
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in the low-cost condition is 2.99 compared to 4.27 in the high-cost condition (p < 0.001,

n = 282). These results show that the credibility of the signal sharpens when it carries

high sunk costs.

Experiment 1 also found that a costless threat can still be slightly credible in itself.

This result is consistent with what previous experiments found on cheap talk (Tin-

gley and Walter 2011) and sinking costs (Quek 2016). In the existing literature, the

only other research that explicitly specified a threat of cost = 0 are the sunk-cost sig-

naling experiments in Quek (2016). Using incentivized signaling games over the In-

ternet and in the laboratory, Quek (2016) found that among those who received a

costless threat, 51% (in the Internet experiment with an AMT sample) and 56% (in

the laboratory experiment with an MIT sample) were successfully deterred by the

threat. Despite a different instrument and setting, the outcome from Experiment 1 is

remarkably consistent: 54% of respondents in the costless condition found the threat

credible.

Tied-hands signal (Experiment 2). The average credibility score in the high-cost

condition is 4.91 compared to 4.45 in the costless condition (p = 0.035, n = 275). The

credibility score in the low-cost condition (4.18) is also significantly lower than in the

high-cost condition (4.91) (p = 0.001, n = 298). These results show that tying hands

can improve credibility.

The results also suggest that the credibility effect is non-monotonic, whereby there

is no significant difference in credibility between costless (4.45) and low-cost signals

(4.18) (p = 0.257, n = 287). In fact, although their effects on credibility differ, tying

hands and sinking costs generate credibility curves with a similar kinked pattern,

whereby credibility does not increase across costless and low-cost levels, but spikes

at the high-cost level. Similar to the case for tying hands, there is no significant dif-
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ference in credibility between the costless (3.42) and low-cost (2.99) conditions for

sinking costs (p = 0.111, n = 284).31 The finding is consistent with the results from

two earlier sunk-cost signaling experiments (Quek 2016), which compared a costless

signal (cost = 0) with a (low) sunk-cost signal (cost = 2) that generated a unique sep-

arating equilibrium.

IC signal (Experiment 3). The average credibility score is 4.35 in the high-cost condi-

tion compared to 4.00 in the costless condition, with no statistically significant differ-

ence (p = 0.147, n = 286). The difference between the credibility scores in the low-cost

condition (3.85) and the high-cost condition (4.35) is marginally significant (p = 0.040,

n = 279). The lack of sharpness in the statistical evidence suggests the credibility of

installment costs is discounted to some extent.

Departing fromprevious signaling experiments that compared one costly signalwith

either a costless signal or no signal, these experiments measured credibility effects at

three different cost levels. Figure 1 shows how the credibility of each type of costly

signal changes across different levels of costliness.

31See footnote 32.
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Figure 1: Perceived Credibility in the (a) Sunk-Cost, (b) Tied-Hands, (c) Installment-
Cost and (d) Reducible-Cost Signaling Experiments

Across the three mechanisms (Figures 1a–1c), one interesting commonality stands

out: costless signals are as credible as low-cost signals.32 If the receiver knows the

sender is deliberately choosing to incur less costs than more, the costly signal would

not improve perceived credibility, and low-cost signals are no better than costless

signals. This result supports Fearon’s (1997) conjecture that sending a smaller, half-

hearted signal may demonstrate that one’s resolve is insufficient to support the larger

signal, and thus reveals a lack of resolve.33 Some leaders in the past seem to share a

32IC signal: 4.00 (costless) versus 3.85 (low-cost) (p = 0.564, n = 281). Tied-hands signal: 4.45 (costless)
versus 4.18 (low-cost) (p = 0.257, n = 287). Sunk-cost signal: 3.42 (costless) and 2.99 (low-cost) (p
= 0.111, n = 284). There is an interesting pattern whereby credibility is lower in absolute (but not
statistically significant) terms in the low-cost condition compared to the costless condition. Future
work may investigate if this is a coincidence or a systematic phenomenon. See also footnote 34.

33I thank a reviewer for highlighting this.
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similar conjecture, though the hypothesis has not been systematically tested in pre-

vious work to my knowledge.34

Credibility of RC signals (Experiment 4). In contrast, Figure 1(d) shows that the

credibility curve for the RC signal has a positive slope. First, the average credibility

score is 3.11 in the costless condition compared to 4.04 in the low-cost condition (p <

0.001, n = 286). Further, there is also a sharp difference between the high-cost (4.95)

and costless (3.11) conditions (p < 0.001, n = 291). Finally, the RC signal is also more

credible in the high-cost condition than in the low-cost condition, with a credibility

score of 4.95 in the former compared to 4.04 in the latter (p < 0.001, n = 277).

Low-cost signals can significantly improve credibility under RC signaling, unlike in

the other mechanisms. Future research may test the different reasons for why the

mechanism is effective for both low and high-cost signals. One conjecture is the

prospect of the sender recovering the costs (whether low or high) from fulfilling the

threat makes it reasonable to believe the threat. The costs are already paid, but can

be recovered if the sender fulfills the threat, regardless of whether ex-ante costs were

low or high. This cost-recovery paradigmmight be particularly salient to receivers.35

Future work may test this conjecture against alternative explanations.

To conclude, we turn back to the big picture. I designed the experiments to answer

three questions. We close by summarizing the answers:

1. Reducible costs have a strong and significant effect on credibility. However,

the credibility effect of installment costs is more subdued, which implies a time

34Alfred Vagts, for example, “warns, cogently citing Disraeli and Churchill on his side, against the
demonstration that falls short of the mark and signals the opposite of stern intent” (Schelling 1966,
239).

35See the discussion in the next section.
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discount in credibility.

2. RC signals are credible at both low and high-cost levels. For IC signals, there

is no change in credibility between costless and low or high-cost signals, despite

a marginally significant difference between low and high-cost signals.

3. The evidence suggests that people do not respond to installment and re-

ducible costs in the same way. The credibility curve for the RC signal has a

positive slope, whereas the credibility curve for the IC signal is kinked.

This is a first investigation intowhether the new signalingmechanisms are effective in

shaping assessments of credibility. While some tentative interpretations are offered,

why the patterns of credibility differ the way they do is a deeper question that would

require more research.

Discussion

This paper proposes the existence of four mechanisms of costly signaling, develops

the newmechanisms of installment costs and reducible costs, and tests their effective-

ness in shaping credibility. Existing research assumes that only two costly signaling

mechanisms exist. I show there are four mechanisms logically distinct and equally

general as each other, with a unified framework that brings together what would

otherwise be unrelated mechanisms. Existing research has not examined the impli-

cations of installment and reducible costs on signaling and credibility. I develop these

mechanisms and show how they differ from sunk and tied-hands costs. Existing re-

search has not identified empirically how credibility effects change when the costs of

costly signals change across levels of costliness. I identify the credibility effects that

emerge from the four signaling mechanisms, both new and old.
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For scholars studying signaling, it is useful to recognize that a signaling action may

invokemore than one signalingmechanism, and thendecompose the different sources

of credibility in the signal. Does the signal have different cost components? For each

component, in which of the four cells of the 2x2 matrix (Table 1) does it fall? If IC

signaling is involved, what are the time-horizon effects on credibility? If RC signal-

ing is involved, are the signaling costs reducible computationally, substantively, or

indirectly if the signaler fulfills the threat? The four signaling mechanisms provide

ideal-type differentiations that can help us organize and extend our understanding

of empirical cases. In cases where the sunk and tied-hands costs appear limited,

scholars can check whether installment and reducible costs are present. By breaking

down the signal into different cost components and analyzing themechanism in each

component, the different sources of credibility latent in the signal can be identified

precisely.

Many unresolved questions remain. Because the mechanisms are identified here for

the first time, there is still much about them that we do not know. Signaling theory

is complex; its implications sometimes subtle. The purpose of this paper is not to

establish final conclusions, but to present possibilities and implications for future

research.

The newmechanisms havemany potential implications. It is useful to note that while

costly signaling was first formalized in economics, the idea has been adopted across

the social sciences and applied in different ways. Some researchers apply costly sig-

naling in the rationalist tradition, while others explore instead its behavioral and psy-

chological aspects (e.g. Jervis, Lebow and Stein 1985; Herrmann and Fischerkeller

1995; O’Neill 1999; Larson 2000; Hall and Yarhi-Milo 2012; Quek 2016; Yarhi-Milo,

Kertzer and Renshon 2018; Acharya and Grillo 2019; Kertzer, Rathbun and Rathbun
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2020). The newmechanisms are relevant not only in the rationalist tradition, but also

for researchers in the psychological and behavioral tradition. We shall consider both

the rationalist and the behavioral significance of the new signaling mechanisms.

Reducing costs. These signals double-dip into credibility through the effect of the ini-

tial costs incurred and the effect of the reduction of these costs by fulfilling the threat.

Their impact on credibility should be stronger than the impact from a single deter-

minant of credibility. From a rationalist perspective, credibility can be enhanced,

but depending on the game variant, there may or may not be a tradeoff similar to

that found in IR models of tied-hands signaling, where the risk of war also increases

(Fearon 1997; Slantchev 2005).36 Future research may explore how the formal im-

plications of this mechanism change across different models. As an example of one

way by which the strategic setting might shift, Appendix 3 illustrates how the game

and payoffs in Fearon (1997) change when we move from sunk-cost or tied-hands

signaling to RC signaling.37

From a behavioral perspective, prospect theory and the endowment effectwould pre-

dict that signalers place greater weight on recovering losses and take greater risks to

do so (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Levy 1992; McDermott 2004; Butler 2007). Even

if the absolute value of the costs and gains are the same, recovering costs has a differ-

ent psychological salience compared to making gains. The cost-recovery paradigm

implies signalers should be more likely to fulfill their threats in order to offset the

36Fearon (1997) suggests tying hands involves a greater risk of war than sinking costs. Slantchev’s
(2005) model suggests war may become preferable for both sides under uncertainty.

37For example: (1) Unlike military threats (Slantchev 2005), which affect the war payoffs of both De-
fender (D) and Challenger (C), reducible costs directly affect only D’s war payoff but not C’s. (2)
Unlike tying hands (Fearon 1997), the cost of fighting can be shaped by signal cost. Thus, the risk of
war and equilibrium level of signal cost can change as a consequence. (3) In the full recovery con-
dition, signaling is costless if C challenges and D fights, but costly if C does not challenge. In tying
hands, signaling is costless if C does not challenge, but costly if C challenges and D does not fight.
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costs incurred. RC signalingmay thus not only rationally reveal the signaler’s ex-ante

resolve, but also make her psychologically more resolved ex-post. This behavioral ef-

fect can reinforce the rationalist effect on the likelihood of the signaler fulfilling the

threat, amplifying further the salience of the RC signal.

Installing costs. These signals differ from sunk-cost signals because they have a time

horizon. The time horizon is a vibrant subject of research in psychology and eco-

nomics, generating many implications for IC signaling. The classic rationalist im-

plication, following the discounted utility paradigm (Samuelson 1937), is that an IC

signal (with costs incurred over a future time horizon) suffers a time discount, whereas

a sunk-cost signal (with costs incurred in the present) does not. As cost magnitude

affects signal credibility, the IC signal will be discounted in credibility depending on

the degree of the time discount. Another rationalist implication is that the IC signal

can involve a commitment discount to credibility, if there is a probability that the sig-

naler may not pay the installment costs in the future. Obviously, because the costs are

already sunk for sunk-cost signaling, time and commitment discounts cannot apply.

From a rationalist perspective, it is therefore apparent that installing costs differs sub-

stantively from sinking costs. However, the specific differences can take many forms.

Scholars have modeled the economics of time horizons in many variants,38 and in-

stallment costs with and without commitment problems can be formulated in differ-

ent ways. The combination of the economics of time horizons and time inconsisten-

cies will generate further possibilities. This is a complex but very interesting area for

38Early rationalist treatments of the time horizon in IR include Axelrod (1984) and Oye (1985). Toft
(2006) highlighted that differences in timehorizon between states can constitute a rationalist explana-
tion for war. Kertzer (2017) argued that individual dispositional differences in time preferences can
explain differences in resolve. Haynes (2019) developed a model in which the receiver’s uncertainty
about the sender’s time horizon influences reassurance credibility and cooperation possibilities.
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research. Appendix 3 offers some suggestions on how to think about installing costs

in its basic form. The dynamic nature of installing costs may be especially relevant

for general deterrence.

From a behavioral perspective, the story becomes more nuanced. Hyperbolic dis-

counting theory in behavioral economics suggests that signalers and receivers would

not apply a linear time discount (Frederick, Loewenstein and O’Donoghue 2002). In-

stead, future cost and value fluctuate over the time horizon, falling quickly for earlier

periods and slowly for later periods. Since the credibility of costly signaling depends

not on real costs but perceived costs, the credibility of an IC signal should also fluc-

tuate depending on the shape and duration of the time horizon. Psychological re-

search on temporal construals offers a different behavioral interpretation (Trope and

Liberman 2003; Streich and Levy 2007; Krebs and Rapport 2012). This research sug-

gests that people tend to think about near-term phenomena in concrete terms and

long-term phenomena in abstract terms. Abstract thinking produces more optimistic

perceptions because it can transcend uncomfortable details. One implication is that

optimism – at both the sender and receiver ends – is more likely when installment

costs are spread over a longer time horizon. Senders may be more optimistic that

their signals are credible, whereas receivers may be more optimistic that their priors

(whether true or false) are correct. The impact on credibility will thus be influenced

by the initial priors held by the receivers.

Our discussion suggests there are many open questions that require investigation.

Future work may find it useful to think about both rationalist and behavioral im-

plications, rather than one in isolation of the other. This can help formulate more

robust expectations based on whether the implications move in similar directions. It

also opens up new hypotheses for each signaling mechanism. Which implications
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are right under what circumstances – how they combine with one another and to

what degree – are empirical questions that need more research. Although address-

ing them involves hard work, it will clarify our understanding of whether and when

costly signaling matters, and why.
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